Introduction

Outpatient spine surgery has grown dramatically over the last decade because of significant clinical and economic advantages to patients, physicians and the health care industry. A desire for cost control, consistent technological advancements and patient and physician satisfaction with ASCs have all been key drivers in this rapid growth. In 1995, just 25 years ago, 80% of surgery was performed in hospitals on an inpatient basis and over 90% of outpatient surgeries were performed in hospitals in hospital outpatient departments (HOPDs). Since then there has been a dramatic shift toward outpatient surgery and in 2015, 64% of surgical procedures were performed on an outpatient basis (Figure 1). There are over 5,300 ASCs in the US performing over 23 million surgical procedures a year (Figure 2) (1,2).

There has been a meteoric rise in the amount of outpatient spine surgery performed over the last decade, as well. From 2005 to 2015, the amount of outpatient spine surgery performed has increased 10-fold (Figure 3) (3).

From 2010 to 2015, Blue Cross Blue Shield reported that the proportion of laminectomies done on an outpatient basis grew from 61% to 82% (4). This can be attributed to many factors that have already been discussed in prior chapters. For spine surgery, the advancement of minimally invasive surgery is a key factor. Performing lumbar discectomies, lumbar laminectomies and anterior cervical discectomies and fusions (ACDFs) in the outpatient setting is certainly not a new phenomenon, but it is becoming increasingly more commonplace (5-10). Minimally invasive lumbar fusions cases as well are now being performed in the ASC setting with success (11-13).

Though the clinical advantages of outpatient spine surgery are beneficial, it is the economic advantages that are most convincing. The ASC setting is more efficient leading to greater productivity and lower costs. This has a significant effect on all relevant healthcare stakeholders. Patients can pay less for their care, physicians can share in greater profit and the health care industry, which is in dire need of cost control, has a significant financial opportunity to decrease spending without sacrificing the quality of care.
ASCs can take advantage of the economic benefits that come with specialization. Their smaller size and lesser hierarchy compared to hospitals lead to more focused and consistent management goals and better alignment of incentives of managers and providers. They are “focused factories” as first described by Adam Smith (14). By performing a smaller variety of more specialized procedures they are able to increase efficiency when compared to hospitals. In healthcare as in many other industries, specialization has been shown to lead to lower costs (15).

ASCs have an economic advantage over hospitals as well because of greater autonomy. Compared to hospitals, ASCs have a much greater capacity to pick and choose what procedures they perform, who their patients are, and what processes both clinical and administrative are to be used in their centers. This autonomy results in, proportionately, far less overhead for the facility. Specifically, the lower overhead costs can be achieved by limiting the scope of procedures. This allows for intensified quality control, efficient cost management and strong outcomes while avoiding large-scale demands for space, resources and attention of management. Unnecessary equipment purchases that do not pertain to most of the cases passing through the ASC can be eliminated leading to a lower capital cost. Hospitals are also required to offer ER services and other community services to everyone, including the non-insured. These costs are then passed onto other insured patients, another financial burden that ASCs are able to avoid.

The actual cost savings of outpatient spine surgery are seen in several places. As healthcare costs continue to rise, the financial burden of care is also being shifted more to patients in the form of higher deductible payments and co-insurance. Patients are therefore more aware than ever before of the actual cost of their healthcare. As a result, high cost, elective care such as spine surgery is under significant scrutiny, but this also creates an opportunity for cost savings that only ASCs can take advantage of. Because the same spinal operation can be performed in an outpatient setting with same clinical results, and at a lower cost, patients can benefit both clinically and financially from this effective price decrease. Blue Cross Blue Shield reported an average savings of $320 in out-of-pocket costs for patients undergoing a laminectomy in the outpatient setting compared to inpatient (4). Several other outpatient procedures have been shown to result in lower out-of-pocket costs to patients (Figure 4) (2).

The cost of performing spine surgery in the outpatient setting is lower than in the inpatient setting and there is no greater economic advantage than this simple fact. There are two ways to evaluate costs from the facility perspective, and both are lower in the outpatient setting. Those are the cost to the facility and the cost to the insurance payer, or
essentially the price. The cost of surgery to the facility is the actual costs associated with performing the procedure. This consists of fixed costs such as rent, capital equipment and most administrative costs and then the variable costs such as supplies for the case and the staff. In the outpatient setting, fixed costs are significantly lower. ASCs are clearly smaller than hospitals, require less administration and are usually only open for part of the day. Hospitals require a greater administrative burden and must stay open 24 hours a day with an inpatient staff so their fixed costs are higher.

The costs of performing surgery to the payer, or the price of surgery to the health care market is lower in the outpatient setting because of the lower costs of goods involved and the reimbursement systems in place which charge more for inpatient surgery. There is significant data to support this. It is estimated that overall the cost of performing a surgical procedure in an ASC is about 53–55% of the cost of performing the same procedure in a hospital (2,16,17). This discrepancy is increasing over time as well. The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) applies two different measures of inflation to update each payment system. In 2003, Medicare paid hospitals only 16% more, on average, than it paid ASCs for performing the same procedure. Today, Medicare pays hospitals 82% more than ASCs for outpatient surgery (Figure 5) (2).

For HOPDs, CMS uses the hospital market basket, which measures the cost of medical expenses. For ASCs, CMS uses the Consumer Price Index-Urban (CPI-U), which measures the cost of goods such as milk and bread. Not only is the CPI-U based on changes entirely unrelated to medical costs, the inflation update is historically lower than the hospital market basket (16).

This leads to a significant cost savings currently by doing procedures in the outpatient setting. This amount has been estimated at $37.8 billion in healthcare costs for the commercially insured population in the US (17). The potential for additional savings is even greater. Currently, it is estimated that only 48% of common outpatient procedures are actually performed in ASCs. If the remaining 52% that are now being done in hospitals were moved to ASCs, the additional savings would be $41 billion (17).

Spine surgery performed in an ASC rather than inpatient leads to significant healthcare savings as well. Bekelis et al. examined data from 150,000 patients and found the median charge for a laminectomy done in a hospital was $24,000 compared to only $11,00 in the ASC setting (18). Blue Cross Blue Shield data showed similar differences with an estimated savings of $8,475 for a laminectomy done in an ASC (4). Erickson et al. reported a cost savings of approximately $8,000 for anterior cervical cases performed in ASCs compared to hospitals (9).

Physicians can benefit significantly as well from ASCs in the form of increased revenue. It is no secret that professional fee reimbursement for physicians has continued to decline over the last few decades. Simultaneously, operating costs and overhead for most physician practices has increased due to many factors including but not limited to higher malpractice rates, electronic health record investments and overall increases in costs associated with health care. This has resulted in a shift of physicians away from private practice and toward employment with hospitals to maintain financial stability but at the expense of autonomy. Revenue generated from ancillaries such as ASCs can offset some of the decline in professional fees that physicians have experienced. Physician ownership in ASCs is both legal and profitable and can be a significant revenue generator. 90% of ASCs in the US have at least some...
physician ownership. 65% of ASCs are solely owned by physicians (Figure 6) (2). Physician owners performed 49% of the total outpatient spine surgery performed in ASCs in 2014 (19). Physician entrepreneurship and leadership in facilities such as ASCs leads to profit for physicians but also encourages providers to be involved in financial decision making about how to best allocate our limited healthcare dollars.

Along with the economic benefits to physicians and hospitals, outpatient surgery continues to grow and expand because the industry is profitable. The industry is estimated to be over $30 billion and growing at approximately 5% annually (20). The industry is also highly fragmented. The 5 largest ASC management companies own only about 15% of the total ASCs in the US. This has led to a trend of increased mergers and acquisitions in the industry, as is the case with much of the healthcare industry in general. Acquisitions of individual surgery centers or ASC companies typically occur at a multiple of approximately 5–7 times their earnings. These companies are attractive to the investment industry and the mergers are accretive with ASC companies often trading for 7–10 times their earnings on the stock exchange.

Because of this economic efficiency, profitability to the key stakeholders and legal considerations, there are three key players in the ASC ownership space: physicians, ASC management companies and hospital systems. Based on the various interactions between these three key players, there are 5 ASC ownership models to consider. Within each of these 5 unique models there is still a large spectrum of variability of control based on the amount of ownership that each party holds (21-23).

The first model is sole physician ownership. Doctors own 100% equity in the ASC. They are responsible for all management decisions and also control all profits. They may consider utilizing the services of a management company to help with administration, but they do not relinquish equity to them. This remains the most common model but is likely on the decline because of the growing influence of hospital systems.

The second model is a joint venture between physicians and an ASC management company. The actual execution of this model varies greatly depending on who is the majority owner. Physicians can still hold the majority of the equity and therefore be in control of management decisions but have the expertise of an ASC company to aid with execution, contracting, revenue cycle management and various other key issues. Some ASC management companies enter joint ventures with physicians and control the majority of the ownership. In situations such as these, the ASC company may provide greater benefits to grow market share and revenue for the center.

A third model is a joint venture between physicians and a hospital system. As surgery continues to shift from the inpatient to the outpatient setting, hospitals are increasingly entering into these types of ventures to regain market share and lost revenues. Physicians may benefit in these ventures from increased financial stability and better contracts that the hospital system can provide. These arrangements can vary as well based on the role of the majority owner in the venture.

A fourth model to consider is a three-way joint venture between physicians, an ASC management company and a hospital system. All key stakeholders seek to benefit from each other’s expertise and often none is a majority owner to maintain a system of checks and balances. As hospitals grow their involvement in the ASC space and corporations continue to seek the profits from outpatient surgery, there will be more of these ventures and variations. Physician roles continue to evolve as these ventures become more common and creative to align physician producers with the center.

A fifth and final model which is also on the rise is ASCs owned solely by a hospital without any true physician ownership. Physicians are usually contracted for co-management and paid a percentage of revenue for this service. This model is a big part of the growing hospital involvement in ASCs while continuing to attempt to involve physicians in facility fee revenue opportunities and some
key clinical decisions.

Though hospital systems and corporate partners continue to grow their presence in the ASC industry, physician ownership remains a key component in all of these models but the last. Even without true ownership, ASCs can likely be successful only with strong input and leadership from physicians.

**Physician owned**

The most common ASC ownership model is still solely owned by physicians. Approximately 90% of ASCs have some physician ownership and about 65% are solely owned by physicians (Figure 6) (2,23,24). From a legal standpoint, physician ownership in ASCs is permitted as an exception to the Stark laws but there are several regulations as part of the model (25). ASC ownership by physicians must meet the guidelines of the safe harbors of the Stark Laws. The basic guidelines are that physician owners in an ASC should have practices which allow for the provision of medical care in an ASC setting. Physician owners should perform at least one-third of their procedures in the ASC in which they are an owner. Physician investors should pay a fair market value for their ownership shares or percentage in the center (25). These fair market values are usually determined by recent past earnings or projected future earnings with a standard formula that takes into account an earnings multiple for similar centers in the market. Physicians must pay their fair market price and cannot receive a discount based on their volume. This can sometimes provide a barrier to entry to recruiting new physicians to centers performing well financially. When physicians receive distributions, the amount should be based solely on their ownership percentage not on their volume. This also poses a potential conflict if underperformers own a greater percentage and receive higher distributions. This can lead to feelings on inequity among partners. These are just some of the basic rules that physicians must follow with ownership of ASCs and the potential challenges they present in maintaining and growing equitable partnerships.

From an administrative standpoint, ASCs solely owned by physicians must strategize to complete critical business and financial tasks to become successful. Day to day administrative functions must be handled by physician owners or the staff they employ. Contracting with insurance companies can be a difficult process. Physician owned surgery centers may find this particularly difficult because of their smaller size and lack of expertise from a hospital or experienced ASC management company. Nevertheless, there are great benefits to physician ownership such as autonomy and control. This usually leads to a clinical environment with a high quality of care for patients and convenience for physician owners (24). There is a flatter hierarchy which can lead to better access for patients to physician operators who have direct knowledge of the patient’s clinical situation and control over the care environment. Physician entrepreneurs often stimulate innovation and progress.

In order to deal with administrative and contracting issues, ASCs solely owned by physicians may employ a management company without giving up true equity. Usually this would be structured as a management fee that may be based on collections or profit. A standard market rate for this fee varies from about 3–7% of net revenue (21). A hybrid of this model is contracting an experienced management company to provide specific services as needed and pay for those services as they are performed without basing compensation on overall collections or equity (26). The management company can assist with the initial setup when the administrative burden is greater, but after the ASC has been in existence for a while and their operators have gotten experience, they may contract the management company only as needed. The management company can be employed for specific projects as they arise such as accreditation, physician recruitment or center expansion. Physicians may like this flexibility without relinquishing too much control and keeping all equity. This also brings flexibility and makes it easier to remove a company that isn’t performing. The fee is not locked in as a percent of revenue over time but is instead specific to each task performed (26).

**Joint venture—physicians and management company**

There are many corporations which engage in ASC management and ownership. A common joint venture model is physicians and such a management company sharing in ownership of an ASC. The general principle of joint ownership allows for physician influence on decision making and expertise from the management company for administrative tasks and often for contracting. These companies offer smaller ASCs the capital, economies of scale, administrative support and leverage in payer negotiations needed to remain competitive in their market. There is a great deal of variety in the structure of these models depending on the equity percentage of each owner,
particularly which entity owns the majority.

Physician ownership in these ventures is subject to the same regulatory issues as physician ownership in ASCs owned solely by physicians. There are also similar challenges with physician ownership and relationships between partner physicians. New physicians entering the ASC who wish to become owners must buy shares at fair market value. Distributions to physician owners are based on their equity share not on their volume. Physicians are subject to the one-third rule as well, meaning at least one-third of their procedures must be performed at the center. By maintaining ownership and often, the majority of ownership, the physician partners can maintain control of the center and clinical operations. In these ventures, physicians are usually class A shareholders and the management company is class B.

ASC management companies can provide a great deal of value to their partner physicians and by maintaining an ownership in the facility, their profits are directly tied to the success of the center. ASC management companies bring a variety of expertise to these ventures. Some have national managed care contracts which may have rates far superior to those which could be negotiated by the physicians alone. The management company can take over the administrative burden of initial setup, day-to-day management, new physician recruitment and various other tasks which arise. The management company can also serve as an intermediary to help with potential disputes between partner physicians. In situations where the physician partners still maintain the majority of the equity they would still have the final decision-making power.

The ASC management space is profitable, growing and fragmented. The biggest players in the space are United Surgical Partners International (USPI)/Tenet Healthcare, Amsurg, Surgical Care Affiliates (SCA), Hospital Corporation of America (HCA) and Surgery Partners (27-29). Their ownership models vary greatly. According to a recent survey of ASC management companies, fifty percent of management companies prefer a 29 to less than 10 percent ownership stake, while 50% prefer a 30 to 75 percent ownership stake (21). Some companies such as SCA prefer to maintain a minority stake between 20–49% and allow physician owners to maintain the majority stake (27,28). Others such as Amsurg have a typical model of 51% ownership (28,29). When a management company owns a greater than 50% share in a surgery center it has control and may and try to consolidate for the purpose of going public or making another type of majority transaction at some point. There is an increasing amount of merger and acquisition activity in the space because of the profitability and the fragmented nature of the market.

Though management companies have much to offer, areas of expertise vary across the industry. Certain companies have significant proficiency in managed care contracting, while others have no real power of influence in this area. Management companies also by and large cannot help increase the number of cases. There are exceptions such as Nobilis Health which engages in significant direct to patient marketing and can therefore increase cases to physician partners. Some ASC companies are also more adept than others in physician recruitment. When physicians enter into these joint ventures, if they are willing to give up equity to a management company, particularly if it is the majority of equity, they should choose a company which can add value to the center through expertise in not just management but also case volume, physician recruitment or managed care contracting.

**Joint venture—physicians and hospital**

There is no trend in the ASC environment perhaps more dominant than the growing involvement of hospital systems. Hospitals are increasingly seeking joint ventures with physician partners to recoup lost volume that has moved away from larger hospitals to the more efficient ASC environment. Physicians look to benefit from these ventures primarily from the increased financial stability that the hospital likely can bring and the better insurance contracts for reimbursement (21,25,30).

There is also a great deal of variety in this ownership model depending on the majority owner. When physicians own the majority, they are the class A shareholder with over 50% of the equity and therefore have operational control over key decisions such as credentialing, partnership decisions, capital expenditures and budgeting. Hospitals may be willing to seek this minority position if they have lost significant volume to the ASC and may prefer some involvement in these cases and alignment with the physicians rather than continuing to lose more outpatient volume to the center (23). The hospital may also benefit from transitioning their own cases from their inpatient operating rooms to their ASC in order to free up inpatient operating room space for more complex procedures when capacity is a concern. Hospitals also benefit in partnering with physicians to increase alignment with independent groups who might otherwise not work with the hospital.
much at all. Hospitals can bring their own expertise in health care management and data-driven decision making to the partnership while still allowing physicians to be involved in operational control (31).

The hospital taking a majority ownership position can bring some significant advantages to the joint venture. Hospital involvement can lower supply costs by leveraging existing supplier relationships and volume-based discounts. Hospitals can offer their own employed physicians some of the benefits of the ASC such as increased efficiencies to allow for more surgical volume and less turnover time, as well as the higher patient satisfaction usually seen in the ASC setting (32,33). Hospitals may benefit the venture with improved retainment and recruitment of physicians, enhanced market share and access to greater starting capital. Physicians might seek this relationship and relinquish majority control to a hospital even if not employed because of greater long term financial stability with hospital involvement and better contracts with insurance companies for reimbursement which is likely the single biggest advantage of a hospital majority control model (21,23). Critics of this model may argue that managing a hospital is very different than managing an ASC so the hospital might not have the right expertise and might not take advantage of the efficiencies of other ASCs. Because of this issue and the reservations of physicians giving up too much control to hospitals, a three-way joint venture model between physicians, hospitals and a management company is on the rise.

**Joint venture—physicians, hospital and management company**

As the ASC market evolves, newer and more creative models are arising such as a three-way joint venture between physicians, management company and hospital system. All three parties bring something to the venture. Physicians are the key producers and involving them in ownership is crucial to success and clinical oversight. Experienced management companies can bring their expertise in financial matters, operations and physician recruitment. As hospitals continue to become more involved in the ASC environment, they enter into these types of ventures and likely bring better contracts for greater financial stability and are willing to give up equity to a management company for their greater expertise and experience driving operational success.

The structure of this ownership model can vary. It is common for none of the partners to have a complete majority of ownership to maintain a system of checks and balances. In most situations the physicians would own less than 50% and the hospital and management company own a majority stake together. This is usually better for managed care contracting. In that typical scenario, the hospital and management company have their own partnership in a holding company. The hospital would have the majority share in the holding company, typically 51% and the management company would own 49% of the holding company. That holding company will own between 51% and 60% of the ASC with the physicians owning the remainder (21,23). In some other situations, the hospital and management company may have a minority ownership in the joint venture.

**Hospital owned with physician co-management**

The newest model in ASC ownership is sole hospital ownership with physicians being compensated for co-management of the facility. Growing hospital involvement in the ASC space as a dominant trend has been discussed. Hospitals seek to recapture lost outpatient cases to independent ASCs. Co-management agreements with physicians are an ideal way to align incentives to drive volume to their own ASCs. In a typical co-management agreement, the physicians do not have equity in the center but receive a flat fee for assisting in various aspects of management designed to increase and oversee the quality of care at the ASC. The hospital bears the entire financial risk of the operations. These ASCs have the potential to be the highest reimbursing with hospitals taking advantage of their more profitable HOPD rates with insurances (21,23).

Co-management agreements are growing in popularity for various reasons. These agreements are quality-oriented pay-for-performance based arrangements. Physicians become partly responsible for the quality of care, patient outcomes and other key clinical metrics. Hospitals maintain their role in managing finances, marketing and personnel issues. As healthcare moves toward value-based care these types of arrangements which ultimately seek to improve quality and align incentives of all parties are becoming more common. In these agreements, physicians are compensated for the time they dedicate to managing care processes. The compensation must be based on a fair market value of their time and efforts and not on their referrals. This can be structured as a base fee with performance incentives. These metrics must be clearly specified and tracked. In some
agreements, the compensation may also reflect a percentage of collections, typically 2–8% of net revenues. Similar agreements are found in hospital systems with physicians or groups of physicians being involved in co-management of a particular service lines (21,23,34).

Conclusions

Shifting the site of surgery from the inpatient to the outpatient setting is the most important trend in healthcare in the last two decades and the shift has really only begun. This shift brings the greatest potential for healthcare cost savings that we have seen in our lifetimes. There is no reason to perform many surgical procedures in a costly inpatient setting when they can be performed in a more efficient, less expensive outpatient center which actually provides better care to the patient.

This shift toward outpatient surgery has created an immense, profitable and growing market for ASCs. Corporations who specialize in owning and operating ASCs are fighting for market share in this profitable environment and merging to gain traction and influence. Hospital systems which had fallen behind initially are now re-doubling their efforts to join the ASC space and looking for joint venture opportunities to gain a foothold. Physician owners in ASCs have the advantage of still maintaining the majority position in ASC ownership but have significant challenges with rising costs, increasing administrative burdens and declining managed care contracts. As a result of these factors, ASC ownership models will continue to trend towards more creative joint ventures between physicians, ASC corporations and hospital systems which can each benefit from the other. Physicians must continue to maintain a leadership role in ASC ownership as it is in the best interest of patients, physicians and the healthcare industry.
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